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We’re sure you already know it’s increasingly difficult
sorting the good companies from the bad ones on the Internet.
There are still ways to find the best, reliable web development companies.
We’ve compiled this recommended checklist as a starting point.
The order these are in isn’t necessarily important since ALL the points are very important!
Check to see if the web development company:

4 will ensure that YOU own your website when it’s paid for
4 is legitimately registered to do business within its state: (NH is https://quickstart.sos.nh.gov/online/Account/LandingPage)
4 has been in business for at least 10 years
4 has several or more people
4 carries workers’ compensation on its employees
4 carries liability insurance
4 maintains a committed presence in networking groups
4 is accredited and has a good rating with the Better Business Bureau: (https://BBB.org)
4 understands your community and reciprocates by referring business to you
4 has a phone contact where one can at least leave messages
4 has an email contact where one can send information
4 provides automatic site updates at no additional ongoing charge
4 backs up websites every night for at least a month
4 provides website encryption (SSL) at no additional ongoing charge
4 does not require hosting or domain contracts
4 does not overcharge you by selling inflated monthly maintenance plans
4 provides partial hour web work billing (9 minutes work charged 9/60 of hourly rate)
4 can respond to most maintenance requests in 3-4 days
4 has general familiarity with trademark and copyright issues
4 is proficient with WordPress through experience and training
Check out https://CWCorner.com where we post tips and info on the above regularly.
We have moved thousands of websites to CharlesWorks mostly through word of mouth referrals through other satisfied web clients.

Let us take care of YOUR web needs!
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